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**Alfred J. Baird** is Professor of Maritime Transport at Edinburgh Napier University Transport Research Institute (TRI), UK. Prior to his academic career he worked for a liner shipping company. His doctoral research involved study of the global container shipping industry. With an emphasis on the ferry and container shipping sectors, and the ports industry in general, Professor Baird has researched, published, advised, and taught across a range of maritime transport subjects including: strategic management in shipping, shipping market and industry analysis, ship and port cost modelling, service scheduling/planning, competition and privatisation, procurement and tendering of shipping services, government policy, state subsidies, and assessing the feasibility of shipping services and port facilities.

**Anthony Beresford** is a Reader in the Logistics and Operations Management Section of Cardiff Business School, UK. He has published in a range of areas including port economics and policy, multimodal transport and logistics. His cost model for multimodal transport has been adopted by the United Nations as a standard methodology for evaluating the effectiveness of international supply chains and it has been used as the theoretical framework for a number of his recent publications.
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Peter W. De Langen holds a part-time position as Professor of Cargo Transport & Logistics, at the Technical University Eindhoven, The Netherlands (since January 2009) and works in the Corporate Strategy Department of the Port of Rotterdam Authority as a senior adviser. He is involved in various strategic renewal projects. His main scientific contributions are: (1) the application of cluster theories to (maritime) transport, ports and logistics, with specific attention focused on governance in clusters; (2) the analysis of coordination in (multimodal) hinterland transport chains; (3) the analysis of the effects of concession policies, entry barriers and intra-port competition in seaports; and (4) the analysis of strategies of port authorities.

Sophia Everett completed an MA (Hons) degree and a PhD at the University of Wollongong and a Master of Public Policy (Hons) degree at the University of New England. In 1985, she was awarded a PhD Fellowship by the New South Wales Coal Association. In 1988, she was awarded an Australian Research Council post-doctoral fellowship and, in 1995, was awarded the Australian Chamber of Shipping Research Award for investigation into the corporatisation and privatisation of Australian ports. Associate Professor Everett has a special research interest in government policy-making and particularly in regulatory policy related to freight.
transport and supply chain systems. Over the last several years, she has followed closely issues in microeconomic reform and developments in competition policy, especially as they have related to rail and port development in Australia’s coal and iron ore chains. She is an Associate of the University of Melbourne and has held senior academic positions at the University of Melbourne and at Victoria University, and teaching and research positions at Macquarie University Graduate School of Management, the Graduate School of Business in the University of Sydney and at the Centre for Transport Policy Analysis at the University of Wollongong. She is Manager of the Secretariat for the International Association of Maritime Economists and a Council Member of the Association.

Antoine Frémont is the holder of the Agregation of geography and is director of research at the INRETS (the French National Institute for Transport and Safety Research). His research addresses the role of shipping lines in globalisation: the organisation of their maritime networks, their involvement in inland services and their role in the logistics chain. He is developing a new research programme about logistics in metropolitan areas in relation to ports. His research has been widely published in books and academic journals. He participates regularly at international conferences and is Associate Editor of the European Transport Research Review and corresponding editor of L’espace géographique.

Richard Gray is an internationally renowned logistician. He was Martin Christopher’s first PhD student when he graduated from Cranfield University in the 1970s. He spent 25 years working at the University of Plymouth, including a period as Head of the Centre for International Shipping and Transport and was responsible for the academic leadership and development of numerous degree programmes. He has successfully supervised numerous PhD students and recently took early retirement to pursue a career as an independent consultant. He specialises in physical distribution and humanitarian logistics.

Hercules E. Haralambides is a tenured Full Professor of Maritime Economics and Logistics at Erasmus University Rotterdam and Director of the Erasmus Center for Maritime Economics and Logistics, Rotterdam, The Netherlands. He is also Founding Editor-in-Chief of Maritime Economics & Logistics. In 1989, Professor Haralambides founded the Special Interest Group (SIG2) on Maritime Transport and Ports of the World Conference on Transport Research Society (WCTRS) and in 1990, together with Richard Goss and Tor Wergeland, he established the International Association of Maritime Economists (IAME). He has written and published extensively on many aspects of port and shipping policy.
and economics. His papers have won the Yokohama Prize for excellence at the 5th World Conference on Transport Research and the Jovellanos Award (Spain) for Originality and Quality. He has worked as senior adviser and researcher to government and industry, in several European countries as well as in Australia, New Zealand, China, Korea, Malaysia, Thailand and India. From 1994 to 1996 he was also senior adviser to the International Labour Organisation (ILO), responsible for research on port restructuring and labour reform: a project that looked into more than 100 ports around the world culminating in guidelines for successful port privatisation in developing countries. From 1995 to 1996, he was a member of Commissioner Neil Kinnock’s ‘wise men’ Group on Maritime Transport (work that culminated in the EC Strategy Document Towards a New Maritime Strategy) and in 1997–98 a member of Commissioner Kinnock’s Consultative Committee on Ports, and Maritime Infrastructure (which led to the Commission’s seminal work on ports, the Green Paper on Ports and Maritime Infrastructure). In the context of his work for the European Union, Professor Haralambides has effectively contributed to the formulation of EU policies in the shipping and port sectors. In 2008, he was decorated with the Golden Cross of the Order of the Phoenix by the President of the Hellenic Republic.

Ki-Soon Hwang is a Senior Lecturer in International Logistics at Kingston University, London, UK. He holds a BA in International Business, an MBA and an MSc in International Transport. He obtained his PhD from Plymouth University, UK in 2004 with his research on the logistics services in container liner shipping companies. Ki-Soon has held his current post at Kingston University since 2004. His teaching is focused on international business for undergraduate courses and logistics and international logistics for postgraduate courses. His research is focused on international shipping and international logistics.

Cimen Karatas Cetin is a lecturer at Dokuz Eylul University, School of Maritime Business and Management in Izmir, Turkey. She has been lecturing on maritime business, port management and operations since 2003. She completed her MSc at the Dokuz Eylul University Institute of Social Sciences, Maritime Business Administration in 2004 and pursues her doctoral studies in the same department. She is currently continuing her doctoral research at the Center for Maritime Economics and Logistics (MEL), Erasmus University Rotterdam, as a research fellow for one year. She has had several papers on port management and organisation presented at international conferences, and has published articles in journals and chapters in edited books. She has participated in transport and port-related projects in Turkey.
Manolis G. Kavussanos is a Professor at the Athens University of Economics and Business (AUEB), Greece. He is the Director of the MSc and PhD programmes in Accounting and Finance and of the Research Centre for Finance at AUEB. He holds a BSc and MSc (Economics) from London University and a PhD (Applied Economics) from City University Cass Business School, London. He launched and directed the MSc in Trade, Logistics and Finance at Cass until he joined AUEB. He has held various posts as professor of finance and shipping in universities in more than eight countries around the globe. He has written extensively in the areas of finance, shipping and applied economics, has been the author of numerous pieces of academic work and has published in top international refereed journals, conference proceedings and books. This work has been presented in international conferences and professional meetings around the world, gaining awards for its quality; it was sponsored by both public and private sector companies and cited extensively by other researchers in the area. Since 1992, he has worked in developing the area of risk analysis and management in shipping and is the author of the unique and most comprehensive book on risk management and derivatives in shipping.

Jasmine Siu Lee Lam gained her PhD from the University of Antwerp. She is currently an Assistant Professor at Nanyang Technological University in Singapore and is Director of their MSc Maritime Studies programme. Her major research and teaching areas are maritime studies and supply chain management. Working closely with industry, government agencies and other reputed universities, Jasmine has completed numerous research and industrial projects. She has published in major international journals and conference proceedings, for which she also serves as a reviewer. She received the Best Paper Award at the International Association of Maritime Economists Annual Conference in Melbourne in 2006.

Eon-Seong Lee is Researcher in Maritime Logistics at the Logistics Research Centre, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, UK. She holds a BA in German Language and Literature, an MSc in Economics and a PhD in International Business and Economics from Pusan National University. Prior to joining the Logistics Research Centre, she was a lecturer in international business strategy at the same university. She is interested in the strategic management of maritime logistics firms, viewing a knowledge management system as a new strategic direction for maritime transport operators in enhancing their logistics value.

Heather Leggate McLaughlin is currently owner and Director of Red Spider Marketing Ltd and a Maritime Consultant at INLECOM, UK. She was formerly Head of Consultancy at the Global Policy Institute, a
Director of Sea and Water and Director of the Centre for International Transport Management at London Metropolitan University. She has published widely on maritime matters.

**Theo E. Notteboom** is President of ITMMA (Institute of Transport and Maritime Management Antwerp), an institute of the University of Antwerp in Belgium. He is also affiliated with the Faculty of Applied Economics of the University of Antwerp and a part-time professor in maritime transport at the Antwerp Maritime Academy. He has published widely in academic journals and books on transport and maritime economics, transport geography and transport policy, including market organisation, spatial developments, maritime transport and inland transportation. He has received seven international awards for his academic work. He is a member of the editorial boards of the *Journal of Transport Geography*, *Maritime Policy and Management*, *Maritime Economics & Logistics* and the *WMU Journal of Maritime Affairs* and has acted as guest reviewer for a large number of other academic journals. He is Chairman of the Board of BITO (Belgian Institute of Transport Organisers), Council member of the International Association of Maritime Economists (IAME), Fellow of the Belgian Royal Academy of Overseas Sciences and a member of the boards of directors of BIVEC (Benelux Inter-University Group of Transport Economists) and LPA (Logistics Platform Antwerp). He is a key adviser to the European Sea Ports Organization (ESPO) and a member of an expert group of the European Commission on TEN-T.

**Athanasios A. Pallis** is Assistant Professor of Port Economics and Policy at the Department of Shipping, Trade and Transport, University of the Aegean, Greece. He holds visiting posts at Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada and ITMMA, University of Antwerp, and he is Fulbright Scholar at the Center for Energy, Marine Transportation and Public Policy (CEMTPP), Columbia University, USA. He is the scientific coordinator of the Jean Monnet Action in European Port Policy, and a regular contributor to international (OECD, ESPO) and local discussions regarding the shaping of the port sector. He has (co)authored several journal and conference papers and won the Maritime Economics & Logistics Best Paper Award, 2008, and the Best European Study 1999 European Community Studies Association (ECSA) competition. His book publications include: *Maritime Transport: The Greek Paradigm* (2007), *European Port Policy* (in English, Japanese, and Greek, 2002) and *The Common EU Maritime Transport Policy* (in English and Greek, 2002).

**Thomas Pawlik** is Professor of Maritime Management at Bremen University of Applied Sciences, Germany. Prior to his academic career he
worked for an international liner container shipping company, followed by further occupations in manufacturing companies. He is a member of the German Association of Transport Sciences (DVWG) and spokesman of the DVWG Working Group for Maritime Transport. He has written several market studies for the shipping industry as well as articles and textbooks. Furthermore, he is the initiator of the EU-funded project ‘Northern Maritime University’, a network of international educational institutions.

Ross Robinson is Professor and Associate of the University of Melbourne, Australia. Previously, he held a foundation chair at Victoria University and senior positions at the Macquarie Graduate School of Management, and the Institute of Transport Studies in the Graduate School of Business at the University of Sydney, and established and directed the Centre for Transport Policy Analysis at the University of Wollongong. Professor Robinson was a member of the first Port Research Team at the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) in Geneva and later directed the Port Development Programme for the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP) in Bangkok. In 1994 he was nominated by UNCTAD as one of the world’s leading researchers in port development and shipping. He is a member of the Editorial Board of the journal Maritime Policy and Management, is a member of the International Symposium of Logistics and is a Council Member and Treasurer of the International Association of Maritime Economists.

Osvaldo Rodrigues de Araujo Rios holds an economics degree from the University of Vigo, master’s degrees in International Trade and Transport from the London Metropolitan University and in Economics and Financial Management from the Caixanova Business School. His varied work experience includes financial planning for ship operator 3A Marine Corporation in London.

Dong-Wook Song is Reader in Logistics at the Logistics Research Centre, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, UK. Previously, he worked at the University of Hong Kong. He is a twice joint recipient of ‘The Maritime Policy and Management Award for the Best Paper’ at the International Association of Maritime Economists (IAME) Annual Conferences in 1999 and 2001, and a joint recipient with Eon-Seong Lee of ‘The Best Paper Award’ at the Asian Association of Shipping and Logistics in 2008. He is a Chartered Member of the Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport (UK), and has held visiting posts at the University of Antwerp in Belgium; CIIM Business School in Cyprus; Shanghai Jiao Tong
Dong has worked as a consultant for a number of private and public organisations including UNESCAP, the Asian Development Bank and the World Bank. He was an instructor for the ILO’s Global Port Training Programme, a guest co-editor for the *European Journal of Transport and Infrastructure Research* and currently holds a co-editorship of the *International Journal of Logistics: Research and Applications* and sits on the editorial board of leading transport and logistics journals including the *International Journal of Physical Distribution and Logistics Management*. He has been an elected IAME Council member since 2006. Dong’s research interests are in managerial and strategic aspects of maritime transport and international logistics.

**Ioannis Theotokas** is Associate Professor of Shipping Management at the University of the Aegean, Department of Shipping Trade and Transport, Greece. He obtained his PhD from the University of Piraeus specialising in Shipping Management. His research interests lie in the areas of management, strategic management and human resource management. He is the author of the book *Leadership in World Shipping: Greek Family Firms in International Business* (with G. Harlaftis, Palgrave, 2009) and of a number of papers published in academic journals and books.

**Christophe Theys** is an FWO (Flanders Research Foundation) Research Fellow at ITMMA of the University of Antwerp (Belgium), where he conducts research on cooperative logistics networks, port land use and concession policies. He also contributed to research projects for third parties, and delivered guest lectures at the University of Antwerp and Korea Maritime University (South Korea). Christophe completed his undergraduate studies in business (magna cum laude) at the Catholic University of Leuven (Belgium), participated in an exchange programme at the Wharton Business School (USA) and holds an MSc in Transport and Maritime Economics (summa cum laude) from the University of Antwerp.

**Ilias D. Visvikis** holds a BSc in Business Administration from the University of the Aegean, Greece, an MSc in International Financial Markets from the University of Southampton, an MSc in International Shipping from the University of Plymouth, and a PhD in Finance from City University Cass Business School. His doctoral thesis was financially supported by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the Ministry of Economy and Finance of Greece, under the Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council Research Fellowship. He is elected as an Assistant
Professor of Finance and is the Academic Director of the MBA in Shipping programme at ALBA Graduate Business School, Greece. He has lectured at the Hellenic Open University, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Cyprus International Institute of Management (CIIM) and the University of Piraeus, and has tutored at the City University Cass Business School. He has teaching and research interests in the areas of financial and shipping derivatives, shipping finance and investments. His research work has been published in top international refereed journals, in the areas of finance and shipping, and he has presented extensively in academic and business conferences around the world. He is also the co-author of the first comprehensive book published in the area of risk management and derivatives in shipping. Finally, he has held posts in the Central Securities Depository of Greece and in the derivatives market of the Athens Exchange. At the same time, he has provided consultancy and executive training services to companies in the areas of shipping finance and risk management.

Maria Anne Wagtmann is an Associate Professor at the Department of Maritime Research and Development of the University of Southern Denmark. Her research deals with strategy and maritime human resources (that is, labour market and career planning issues, investment in maritime education, and maritime labour relations), business strategy and public sector maritime administration service quality issues. Her 2001 PhD dissertation won the American Marketing Association’s Liam Glynn Services Research Award.

Rae Weston is a graduate of Melbourne University and holds BJuris, LLB and PhD degrees from Monash University. She has held major academic and government appointments including that of Professor of Banking and Management at Massey University in New Zealand (and was the first woman professor appointed to the university and the first woman professor of banking globally); Professor of Management, Macquarie University of Management; Government Commissioner of the Earthquake and War Damage Commission and Director of the Housing Corporation of New Zealand. She teaches in the Integrated Freight Systems Management programme at the University of Melbourne. Rae is Managing Director of three research and development companies in informatics and biotechnology.

Wei Yim Yap was born in Singapore and has spent many years in the maritime industry through his role as head of strategic planning for the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore. His responsibilities included strategy formulation, policy recommendation, policy implementation, economic assessments, market research and strategic planning initiatives at various levels of the organisation and other government agencies,
focusing on enhancing the competitive position of Singapore as the premier hub port and leading international maritime centre in the Asia-Pacific time zone. On the academic side, he has various publications in major international conferences and journals, such as *Transportation Research*, as well as vast experience in lecturing at BSc level and executive training in the fields of maritime and port economics. Working closely with industry, government agencies and reputed universities, his responsibilities as Head of Market Research and Strategic Planning in both the public and private sectors consists of hands-on involvement in working with senior management to complete numerous projects to the benefit of industry and academia.

**Chang Zheng** undertook his MSc in International Transport at Cardiff Business School, UK. His research was concerned with the Taiwan–China trades, considering both commercial and non-commercial criteria in decision-making processes. The research focused especially on route, method, carrier and modal choice, highlighting risk-spreading behaviour as well as cost minimising among decision-makers.

**Phanthian Zuesongdham** was born in Bangkok, Thailand. She graduated in International Transport Management in Bangkok and gained an MBA with a major in finance and logistics at the University of Hamburg. She has worked for UNESCAP, Lufthansa Cargo AG and Deutsche BP AG. She is now working as research associate and director’s assistant at the Institution of Sea Transport, Ship Operation and Simulation (ISSUS) / Maritime Logistics at Hamburg University of Technology and Workgroup Maritime Logistics at Jacobs University Bremen, Germany. She specialises in process modelling, project cargo, risk management and intermodal logistics.